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Program to Fund 45 Undergrad Research Projects - UT Dallas
Alexy Root

Checkmate History Lessons: UTDP Chess Program

Marco Azzi

Model for Mood Disorders

Zachary Ayar

CTP-pulmonary metastasis

Marie Barnett

NT-QTL: Quantitative Trait Loci Analysis in the Mouse

Mandy Begg

Neural Mechanisms of Semantic Inhibition Across Ages

Brett Ben Williams

CVD Growth of Monocytes in Injured Carbon Plates and Their Role in Inflammation

Michael Bello

Effects of Vagus Nerve Stimulation on Prefrontal Cortex in Motor

Kelli Bicknell

Real Time Determination of Pores With Rigid and Deformable Walls

Xiaohua Cao

Effect of Epothilone D on Cancer Cells by the Near-Infared Therapy

Luis Torres

Network Analysis of Double-Walled Carbon Nanotubes (DWMNT)

Michael Thielmann

The Thermal Aloiation of Cancer Cells by the Near-Infared Therapy

Betty Pace

Evolutionary and Physical Effects of VCP Expression in Human

Paul Parnaso

Development of a Method for the Rapid Assessment of Single-Walled Carbon Nanotube Orientation and Dispersion by Oxime

Vinit Garassia

Sensoricore

Amel Malik

Colloidal Quantum Dot and Single Dot Spectroscopy

Jaiar